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I. Introduction . . . .■ ., -.. ,.

. ."i-A comprehensive review of the-state of -agricultural" statistics l'^'1

in the African.LRegionis made from time to'time by the African" ■■-^ •■ * >■*

Commission on;Agricultural Statistics which'has held three sessi6riSv'J1"jr'

so far, one in Tunis in 1962, in Addis,Ababa in I964 and in Kampala

in 1966... The Report of the. Third ..Session of this Commission.has,.been. n

distributed .for the general information of participants tq_this.. .. .-.

conference. . . . ., .

.'.. .As it is knownj- 'the-objectives"of the Commission are to' review" "■ ■

the:,s.tate of food-and -agricul"-turali-:statistics in the'African Region^"'' L

advice member countries of FAO on-r"ttie development and 'Standardization ; ■''

of; agricultural statistics .and-convene study groups or'other Subsidiary

-bodies .-of national' experts required for this-purpose." .;-•:■ .•-,' ■"-/■^■.

LTae purpose of this 'st'a't'eme'nt 'iVto "inform the Conference" of

African Statisticians about the present situation of agricultural

statistics in the African Region and to point out some of the main

problems encountered and specific requirements for'the future". '"""

2. Availability of Agricultural 'Statistics in ^Africa

In considering the availability, and development, of agricultural ,-.*

statistics in Africa, it is necessary to make distinction between the

large-scale farms producing largely for the market' for" whi"ch~basic'an~d~~

current agricultural statistics areT.available (through annual., or ■ "!"♦

biennial censuses that have been introduced in this sector) and the

small agricultural holdings sector producing mainly for subsistence

requirements in which the information available is still by far very

limited. Apart from this, while information on marketed agricultural
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produce is generally available" from purchases, sales and deliveries to

marketing agencies.or from external trade statistics, .that,on areas

and yields of commercial crops is not always available. For subsistence

production the position is much worse. Although information on production,

area and yield of subsistence crops, as well as that on ■livestock .and;"

agricultural producer prices is normally available for most;countries,

this information is often very unreliable owing to. a.1variety'■ of ' -

subjective methods and procedures adopted in collecting it."

.The main difficulties experienced by African/.countries in the

development of their agricultural i.statistics are the . lack of qualified"

personnel -capable of undertaking'Lthe duties of collecting the necessary

information, the limited funds and resources available and the physical,

social and agricultural conditions prevailing in these countries which

render the adoption of desirable techniques for collecting these data

difficult. Despite these difficulties, over the last 10-15 years .<, ".:-' :

particularly as countries gained their independence great improvements:

have been made. However, while the flow, of statistical information from

African countries has increased considerably, the available, information

is still far short of current heeds. .

3* Basic Agricultural Statistics '

Availability of basic agricultural statistics In"the different'

African countries can best be determined on the basis of the extent ■

to which countries have.' carried'out agricultural censuses- in1'the past

10 years or. so. Out of the 2-7... African/Countries —' that conducted

l/ This review'covers'all member countries of the PAO in the
African Region as defined by that Organisation.
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agricultural censuses around i960 and soon afterwards up to the present

date, 3 'countries Confined 'their censuses' to non-African or'improved

^gricurtu^^only,- while '^coWtries1 undertook 'tlie ' enumeration regibn'1''

by regiorf until ''tW entire :icbuntry was" covere:iAn the 'bourse "of eWverai

years. ~'Ttms about 20* countriWs^overeVair tapes' of * agriculture 'iJfa-*

single-year-atMeaet'-forH'he principal areas of agricultural* production

in the country'as15 a "whole : (see "Api? e'ride x" I); ' J'^~ ::i: ' J'"' ■'.''■*■"-• '"i

^Sevefal^ma:jor7.de;ficieh1ciesW oe 'outlined 'in?the°wSrk undertaken

in the&e^ftsuseB^fbr^

deficiencies-in coverage-'arid-'time wKich preclude th'e pr^pa:fetibn of *"'"'

national ■aggregate^s^mariy^ensiises'we^'-bas-ed: on kSkli1 sampled covering

a few thousahd-'holdiVigs'-'oraV or :evern'"less inextreme cases Wth^t^e '''■

resuTt^tH^ at 'the^Very ^be^: thV'data furnishe^VJuiid^'o'niy be "s^fftcleA

pre-SiW'tff the5natxonal^levei;^ NbtrSll cen^us'es"'inoluded'ir&^ma'tion""'

on crop areas-yield ^ndlivers;^cknuinbersv^ In fact ^he--bulk '& items L

iV of'VKe Programme for tne'^Ol/oVid Census '
of ^rlcuT^e?^ere';notUn^lud¥d-adequk couiitriVs. W

analysis^ ofAvailable cih'sus results has indicated 'that" the quality7 of"""

da^a^coiaicte^-wa^-o^ften very^unsatisfko'tory tec^use^ of faulty"

enumeration. ^Henc^-thT resui ts';'cf 'bertaiff'-censuaes could not'be

tabul'ate'd andV-in-eiYreme cases-Were^ never" processed:-a:tLail. ""Some"0 '''''

censuses-fail'ed to Idehtifyi agricultural' holdings' anoT (=0 didnot secure "

a completecoverago; ■ . , r - ...

fi/ciehcW^ outlinedVabbve^ have largely'resulted from iWlequato

ahd^ta^^ecessary-for-'thw Census, 'the^limited-preparatbry' *

work uhde^take^as-weli a* tie pract^ai' and meth3doiigicai ^diffidUities

involvedv-i^us^'tKe^romoi-ibn 'of tfitf'l^O"*orid Census^of^Agricufturci^
whic^waerdis'cusse^:earlier^der te'chnical assistance"fto' s'tatistica?-yi
development assumes''S-'particuiarly-iipbrtant aspeot^and^S'-'such ;"-:: 'v^'-

constitutes-a^ajbf'paft -6ff the'-programme of-wgrk of the: ■Safeties^' *;n
Division :of----FA'0i-":; uji----- • Zr, :■;-■ .:.■ ■'-■■.■,-,.- '•■ .* i.--;" -., ,- .-.-^'£l. nJ
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The need for assistance in items such as transport,;;survey t. ..?,:■■-i-j

equipment and data,processing machines,, and for training local, personnel

at all levels and improving on rmethods, necessary, .for...collection, :-,.,,-,; 0

agricultural statistics, in, a national, .census can hardly.toe pyer- iYvs?Y|

emphasised- Equally: important, is, the.need t,o- start; early, with ,;thax-. l~

preparatory work and pilot surveys- necessary, for the,, census. -\.r--. .V[{j .-fjt

A great number of;African countries have already.,exprossedv,the

intention to carry out agricultural, censuse.a(.coinciding with*1- .and... \.r i-x

within the general framework of, ,the .197.0 , World Census of .Agriculture e.,

for. national needs ,and also as-part, of, ^heir. own programme of^wqi-k.. r:.tiui

Substantial amount, of preparatory work for the .census including,;.j W£!t_ £,

geographical segmentation, _c,onstruction of. sampling..,frames, and'jthe .ji-y-x

conduct o£,pilot .and pretesting^ surveys of. various, scope and cpverage.-xr.

is already being, undertakon in certain vcountri.es of j-the^,Re.gipn.' ,;Thi:si:C

work has had the further objective^,pf strengthening^existingj syj^eras, .of;

collecting current agricultural^. ;s.tati sties, .and,- of ..refini.ng^.techniiiues ;:c

and training staff. that, will be used in.the field. The. series^ ofL ,vi.\'i i

surveys conducted .so far. has, had. the. dual value .of. p^rpyiding, -basic anj4,j

current agricultural statistics, in. the regions,covered while^.a^ .the. -.same

time providing, valuable, practical, experience, on methopLolpgy, of >uryeys-;

necessary, for^.the, improvement, of^ agricultural statistics asra;. whple,.^:-^-;

In the work that lies ahead on the agricultural cerisusy'it^ is

.necessary .to-no£e_ that, with the preparatory. &nd_ prpmotipnaav'-wprk. under

taken,: it should: be the aim. of ali countries to conductr.agricultural-y; .:->

censuses, covering. £he entire, country-in a single agricultural-year.' :-;.v-w

TheL sample, size^ covered should be large enough .to. furnish-,preoise;,v:o-,.:i

results,at the sub-division-level,, and adequate.resourcesL,,shouldr,beK-v:r;.,..

provided for achiev.ing-,.;these objectives.-^ ?In---this,connection the^use^v^

of population, censuses conducted.-just before the ■ agriculturalrcensus :.10'>

in preparing the frame and improving the sample design adopted-,fpr.rthe £.,

agricultural census should not be over-looked. The segmentation of the

country into various geographical units for sampling and enumeration
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purposes could also bring about considerable improvements in the data ,_

furnished, and the, agricultural census should be_undertaken in such a way

as to provide a suitable frame for collecting current agricultural. ...'.'.

statistics. . The quality of census data furnished can.alsq.be improved

i£.p-ro?is;L?n-.is ,!?ade, for undertaking the enumeration in several, rounds,

during the year and objective techniques of measurement including post

enumeration checks utilized in the work undertaken on the census! * .
' *■■*■■■■-' ' .i ■■ - . ' . ; ■ , . ■: ■ .;,--.. .-. ..,.•■. _-~.,,,7.: i

4« Current Agricultural Statistics

As far as current'agricultural statistics are concerned,'it'is

important to note:that■the bulk"of data"collected are:unreliabie" owing ~"

to the fact- that-they are based on'personal observations and subjective":

judgement ofpersonnel In the*'field with .little attempt made "in" several l

countries toradopt objective procedures'that would' fur'nisH'accurate : "

information. ■' :' : - ' :: ■:'■.■ " ■ '..' .-■_*.■■■■ . ■ ;■ ;- ■ .■. ■

Apart from reliability, a,vailable information on current agricultural

statistics still displays certain defects "and inconsistencies resulting

from the concepts and definitions used and the'time reference, and methods,

adopted in the enumeration. Under these circumstances,, the use of .

available data for planning purposes may be greatly impaired and .there " i

is no way of achieving international comparability of the" statistics'

provided: ' The- standardization of current agricultural statistics'-which

raises many problems"1 bf availability/reliability, coverage," time "' ■'••■""

reference etc. has of recent years constituted the main" task of the" " ' 'J-

African1 Commission on'Agricultural Statistics,-and considerable'" " ' ' "''

improvements'-and1 recommendatrons have been'made on prbcedures to" 'be'" :::

adopted-!ih collecting ihe necessary-information;' ' -.•■-■: " !*:■■. ..'■
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The available information shows that statistics of crop areas and

production are still largely biased since they relate to biological

yield with no estimates provided for area harvested. In many cases

estimates of losses and wastage taking place between harvesting and

storage are not always available- The inappropriate treatment of

mixed cropping and successive cultivation result in inconsistent figures

on crop areas and there are pertinent problems of presentation in

situations where the bulk of harvest does not fall within the calendar

year for which the figures are presented.

Data on livestock production in Africa are not always available

or reliable due to the erratic methods used in collecting this

information. Estimates of livestock numbers, are generally incomplete

in terms of coverage of all parts of the country, all types.of ■ .

holdings and all kinds of species. The scope of data furnished on.

essential classifications such as age, sex and breed and on items- t--..t-

comprising take-off, changes in numbers, slaughtering rates etc. is

also much limited. The population figures furnished do not necessarily

cover the periods of maximum and minimum livestock'numbers. Estimates

of meat' and milk production are often biased due to the failure to

take into consideration the uncontrolled or non-commercial production

taking place on the farms. ' ,

Similar difficulties-are experienced with the series of agricultural

producer price which with the exception of. cases where prices are fixed;

in advance .or the. bulk of produce is sold through marketing . - ...-.:■

organisations, are extremely limited in accuracy for the majority of

agricultural products. These data do not always cover.all major

commodities according to their, specification and condition of salo,

to the time and place of selling and to their correct quantities or

volume measured in calibrated units convertible into standardized

units of measurement. As a result of this, available price data in

many countries are inadequate for making valid comparisons between prices
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-,"V. -.c.iVi: _-:il^::.- r ■ .-;; ;; -.-.I'll.''- ■.--..,;: .'■': ;.K .:-.'■.•.■-. "..-.■;/. :;:<£ ♦:-".!■■

prevailing indifferent markets or changes in prices over a .period, oft

time.
■r .■-.—.,■, . - j ; ■ . . -. — . . ^. '. . . : :j ..■; t ',■■>■.».,_

Al though,-c.eftain, countries! have already initiated programmes 'for..:,

the collection of current agricultural statistics in an objective!!; tii^h

and systematic.manner, there are still many others that rely on

subjective estimates and for which objective estimates are onlv

available for a small part of the country.. The series of current,

agricultural surveys conducted so far has been limited bo.th in scope

and coverage in the sense that they phave been, devoted^to certain , crops.,

only or certain species of animals in specified localities without.-...,

the comprehensiveness that is necessary in programmes of current

statistics; -A number''of "isolated surveys ''have also been conducted'with

littiercoriti'riuity in the work undertaken."' "* ' *''"'" " "* ' '"' "

. Many.countries intend to use the agricultural census.as a base

for evolving suicable programmes for I collection of current agricultural

statistics on a continuous basis soon after the census >s. been

conducted. In this connection,, the substitution,,of traditional ..methods,,

based on subjective estimates, taxation records, periodic reports of. •.-

the field^.staff, etc. with periodic sampling surveys utilizing objective

techniques, of measurement would bring about d_esirable improvements, in

tho- data furnished. The provision of adequate .processing facilities-,

and improvement of the services and organisations necessary for

collecting' this information'are measures which should be 'given adequate

attention" in the future. "r '"''•• - J- ■ ' -■" :i*:z' ■--■»- *-"«* -•■

5* The Role of Research

It has already been emphasized that the collection of agricultural

statistics in Africa is facing many problems which have not been

studied so far in the statistics of the more developed countries. Such

problems are yield and area statistics under condition of mixed cropping.
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area and yield statistics under condition of continuous cropping,

statistics of numbers and animal products of livestock of nomadic

tribes, statistics of oocoa, cocoa-nuts, coffee, cotton, banana, dates

and of all »'ther crops grown as the specific feature of-African

agriculture. ' ' - ■' ■ •■•.■.,■-■.,

The techniques for tho collection of data in the fields lioted

above are hot available for the simple reason that these problems do"

not arise in'other regions.' Therefore, these techniques have to be

developed in Africa. One might go as far as saying that no substantial

progress'in the development of'agricultural statistics under African

conditions'can be expected before this research has made good progress.

One.has to admit that, under present conditions there is no hope. -

to see any substantial research program implemented along the .line of.

the problems listed. A systematic research requires resources,

personnel and adequate organizational structure. It seems that none

of these elements is likely to be available soon. In this situation,

PAO has for some time ago come to the conclusion that the best way

ofjpromoting this research would be to establish, in some country in

Africa, an Institute 'of Statistics which would be responsible for

providing statistical education at the university level, and for

conducting" research in all fields of particular importance for the

development'of applied work in statistics in the African countries.

All efforts that have been made so far by FAO in the direction ■--.

of the establishment of such an institute have failed. It appears . .

that a UN agency in isolation is not able to solve such a big task.
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■ * The prupose of pointing out the problem of research is to

,£ acquaint participants of this meeting with this great obstacle to the

development of agricultural statistics in Africa, and the need to join

hands in order to bring about an equitable solution. Other fields

of statistics also need research. However, the specific features of

African agriculture make research work: in the field of agricultural

statistics a prerequisite to any national planning of the economy ir.

the African continent.
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Appendix I

Surveys Conducted in

Countries

5/1KF. 4

Country 1958 1959 1963 I96l 1962 1963 1964 1965

Algeria

Baeutoland

(Lesotho) y_

Bechuanaland

(Botswana)

Camerouns

Central African

Republic X

Chad x

Congo(Bra2sa- ) X

Tahcmey X

Gabon y_

Ghana

Guinea

Ivory Coast

Kenya x

Madagascar . y

ten x

Morocco T
A

Niger y_

Nigeria ,j[iZ

Senegal X

Sierra Leone

S, Rhodesia X

Swaziland X

Tanzania yi/

Tuni s ia . x

Uganda
—•-—■ "^————

Upper Volta y

Zambia

Not: 1^ Census of non-African or improvBd agric. only
dj Census conducted' region by region.


